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Entries: 69 
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STEPHEN SONG GRABS THIRD GOLD RING 

Stephen Song takes down $3,250 High Roller to earn third WSOP ring 

Stephen Song just took down the $3,250 High Roller event at the Bicycle Casino World 
Series of Poker Circuit. Song outlasted 69 entrants to earn $65,130 and his third WSOP 
Circuit gold ring. Song also earns a seat in the Tournament of Champions, that will be held 
in Las Vegas in the summer of 2022. 

The tournament structure rewarded players that registered within the first two levels, by 
letting them buy in at discounted price. Song took advantage of the added edge and by 
doing so, he had to slightly adjust his normal tournament strategy. 
 
“I usually don’t like the early levels because that makes the day super long, but when it’s 
rake-free you’ve got to show up. I usually like to show up with less than 50 big blinds later 
in the day. That way I am fresher, and it keeps me sharper at the end,” Song laughed. 

However, the early registration seemed to pay off for Song, as he sat at ninth place out of 
the 26 remaining players when Day 1 concluded. Six hours into Day 2, Song found himself 
heads-up against Spain’s Guillermo Pena. After less than thirty minutes of heads-up play, 
Song was able to take it down to earn his third WSOP ring and $65,130. 

The win was Song’s second WSOP Circuit High Roller win, as he took down the $3,250 High 
Roller at Thunder Valley in January 2019. The High Roller event often attracted more 
professional players than regular Circuit events, which makes his three rings even more 
impressive.  

“It’s not as big of a field to go through, so it is a little easier in that sense, but the 
competition is usually tougher,” Song said. 
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On top of his three rings, the New York native also has a WSOP bracelet from winning the 
$1,000 No-Limit Hold’em event to earn $341,854 during the 50th annual World Series of 
Poker in 2019. 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER

Name:    Stephen Song 
Nationality:  US 
Birthplace:    New York, NY. 
Current Residence:   Las Vegas, NV. 

Profession:    Poker Pro 
WSOP Bracelets: 1 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 2
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